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OUR SERVICES
BluePrint Ceramics offer a range of services to our clients to assist them in the tile 
specification process.

CPD SEMINARS
BluePrint Ceramics have CPD accredited learning material available for our clients. We offer 
seminars that can be presented to our clients in their offices or practices, BluePrint will 
provide a light lunch and refreshments. There will be an opportunity to ask our experts any 
questions and each delegate will receive a CPD certificate via email to certify that they have 
completed the seminar.

SAMPLE SERVICE
We offer a comprehensive tile sample service. If you see anything you like from any of our 
ranges, you can order a sample via our website at the click of a button. No hassle, no worry 
and completely free of charge. We aim to send your sample out next day delivery to ensure 
our clients receive a fast, seamless service.

LRV TESTING
BluePrint understand the needs of our clients when planning a project, that is why we offer 
on-site Light Reflectance Value testing.

In a matter of seconds, we can be given an LRV reading. We offer this service so that design 
professionals can feel confident with this easy and accurate method of colour matching 
designs to any our BluePrint ranges. A certificate will be presented to the client confirming 
the LRV reading.

PTV TESTING
A PTV test is a reliable robust method that measures the slippiness of a surface. With slips and 
trips now the most common cause of injury in the workplace the pendulum test is the only 
method that is recognised by the HSE.

The pendulum test allows us to calculate the slip potential of a tile and is an invaluable test 
that allows us to make relevant choices when it comes to choosing tiles for projects and 
ensures that the relevant safety standards are met.

We have our very own in-house pendulum tester and we can carry out the tests as and 
when our clients require. 

Atlantic is a new collection of decorative wall tiles 
that incorporates subtle surface designs to create fun 
3D effects. In 6 different shades, the 3 formats stand 
out to add depth and character to their surroundings. 
The name Atlantic is inspired by the gentle ripples 
that play with light and shadows to enhance the 3D 
appearance of the tiles.
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Sizes: 
150x170mm

Finished in: 
Gloss and Matt

Available in: 
8mm Thickness

Slip Rating: 
No Rating

ATLANTIC
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Sizes: 
75x230mm

Finished in: 
Gloss

Available in: 
8mm Thickness

Slip Rating: 
No Rating

Sizes: 
50x250mm

Finished in: 
Gloss

Available in: 
8mm Thickness

Slip Rating: 
No Rating

Bolt is a brand new collection with a vast choice of 
colour. The picket shaped tiles come in a format 
of 50x250mm. Each shade offers an element of 
variation between the tiles so that the finished 
surface is it’s own piece of artwork. This collection 
is designed to pack a visual punch  and stamp a 
statement in a project.

Burst! is one of BluePrint’s most extensive collection 
of bright, colourful ceramic wall tiles. The vibrant 
shades range from black to white, with almost every 
colour you could wish for in between. The 75x230 
tiles are ideal to mix and match to create fun and 
creative spaces that bring any environment to life.

BOLT BURST!



BPBQZDZ01BPBEQCZ01

BPBQZDZ08BPBEQCZ08

BPBQZDZ02BPBEQCZ02
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Sizes: 
75x300mm

Finished in: 
Gloss

Available in: 
8mm Thickness

Slip Rating: 
No Rating

Sizes: 
132x132, 65x200mm

Finished in: 
Gloss

Available in: 
8mm Thickness

Slip Rating: 
No Rating

Côte d’Azur is BluePrint’s newest collection of 
colourful, glazed ceramic tiles. Ideal for bringing 
to life kitchens and bathrooms, whether residential 
or commercial, this collection adds a shimmering 
elegance to its setting. The slightly textured finish 
of the tiles allows light and shadow to play with 
the natural glaze to create a stunning depth and 
calming aesthetic.

This a bold collection of gloss colour is designed to 
make maximum impact, with embossed edges each 
tile emphasises on geometric effects. The recessed 
outlines enhance the surface finish playing with the 
idea of scale, light and shadow. The range provides us 
with a format of 75x300mm in 10 shades.

CÔTE D’AZUR DAZZLE
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Sizes: 
60x370mm

Finished in: 
Matt

Available in: 
9mm Thickness

Slip Rating: 
R9

Sizes: 
600x1200, 600x600, 300x600, 900x900mm 

Finished in: 
Matt

Available in: 
6.5 or 10mm Thickness

Slip Rating: 
R9

This Porcelain stoneware collection promotes vibrant 
colour. The delicate and slight variations create a 
beautiful wave of tones and hues. The collection 
encourages creativity and offers a jigsaw of colour. 
The range offers a format of 60x370mm in 10 glorious 
shades along with a glossy option.

Whether you like oversized, minimalistic or classic 
terrazzo, Melody has an option for you. Melody 
combines the charm of classic Italian terrazzo with 
contemporary colours to create a striking, decorative 
range that will add a modern elegance to any setting. 
This collection can be used on both walls and floors 
to allow for seamless transition.

LUMIS MELODY
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Sizes: 
1600x3200mm, 1200x2400mm 

Finished in: 
Matt

Available in: 
6 or 7mm Thickness

Slip Rating: 
No Rating

Sizes: 
200x200mm 

Finished in: 
Natural

Available in: 
8mm Thickness

Slip Rating: 
R9

Inspired by the art deco stylings of the 1920’s, Tux is a 
monochromatic dream. The geometric patterns are 
decorative enough to stand out but retain an air of 
elegance, the black and white tones keep the range 
simplistic and easy on the eye.

Nature is the most pictorial and luxuriant of BluePrint’s 
new Wallpaper ranges, inspired by the vast natural 
world. Ranging from the elegant graphics of birds, 
butterflies and fruit, to the artistic floral effects,  
Nature is ideal for creating a stunning statement wall, 
whether it be relaxed and romantic or dramatic and 
eye-catching. Due to the bespoke nature of these 
tiles please expect a longer than usual lead time for 
delivery of samples.

TUX WALLPAPER 
NATURE



BluePrint House, Shepherds Lane,
Meriden, Coventry, CV7 7JU.

+44(0) 121 268 3240
info@blueprintceramics.com

blueprintceramics.com

If you require any more information regarding 
any of our services, please contact us:




